
New Year 2024 on the Sun
Also on the Sun there has been a Silvester (New Year's Eve) celebration, when on the "midnight" in
the UTC+2 time zone (Ukrainian and Israel time) there has been an impressive solar fare of X5
class, the strongest one in the present cycle SC25, and before that since September 2017...

During the fare, the magnetic feld of positive and negative sunspots got intertwined too near and
were  short-circuited...  When  this  region  moved  toward  Earth  on  2024-01-07  (on  Orthodox
Christmas), it was obvious there grew a sunspot with new  SC26 polarity in middle of that huge
SC25  region,  or  did  just  two  sunspots  merge  there  into  SC26  orientation?
Meanwhile at this time there emerged another SC26 polarity region on the south (also shown on
the image below), which turned proper SC25 orientation in just few hours later...

(On left, side view of magnetic feld at the time of the huge fare on 2023-12-31, on right the same region a week later, arrow
showing Earth-facing central meridian and also the SC26 sunspot in middle of huge SC25 feld, note the yellow/red on right 
of its corresponding green/blue... Blue line shows Solar equator, while magnetic regions above and below the equator have 
oposite east-west orientation...)  

https://pi-alpha.org/Sc26-started
https://pi-alpha.org/tmp/Pmx_Hmib_20231231-20140107_v240113a.jpg


The fare started already at 21:38 UTC, and the maximum occurred at 21:55 UTC.

Doesn't the LORD God have clocks, that He couldn't hit some midnight exactly? Or He has hit it 
much more precisely, than how the coarse time-zones are:

Exactly it started between 21:37 and 21:38 UTC, but if the light-travel distance from the Sun, which
is 8 minutes, is subtracted, there is start at 21:30 UTC on the Sun, and maximum has been at 21:55 
UTC on the Earth…

Which 21:30 UTC corresponds to 37.5°E, which is the line Mariupol – Kramatorsk…
By which the LORD God has probably implied, where should it be divided there? (essentially from 
the present state just the border should be moved little further from Doneck and it should be frozen
on the status quo…)

If it rather should be considered only at 21:38 UTC, when it arrived here, then it is 35.5°E, the line 
around Melitopol and Zaporozhiye, and also the line of the Jordan river and the Dead sea, i.e. the 
eastern border of the state of Israel…

Maximum at 21:55 UTC would match little east of Kiev on 31.25°E, or somewhere into the half of 
Egypt, when subtracting 8 minutes it would be 33.25°E somewhere around New Kakhovka dam… It
barely touched the X5 class, and the X4 class lasted until 22:00 UTC, so a while over the Kiev and 
on its timezone's midnight, and it descended gradually…

Meanwhile shortly before that, shortly after the New Year "midnight" UTC+3, the Ukrainian 
fascists perpetrated another terrorist attack, exceptionally cowardly and villainous, this time 
against the Doneck civilians...
While Russia usually aims at military targets on Ukraine, or at least it tries (which is being 
concealed by the liars in Western MSM, while they only mention civilian victims, (often caused by 
ukrainian and western erroneous air defense), creating an impression of a barbaric shelling of 
civilians, which on contrary is a custom of Kiev regime, and on the other side the Russian reporting 
of hitting military targets also somehow disregards civilian victims of the enemy, not mentioning 
them even as "collateral damage", while RT fairly mentions both...), but Ukrainian terrorists are 
shelling civilian areas just so, without even pretending to aim at some military targets, last time in 
Doneck and in Belgorod...

https://www.rt.com/russia/589956-czech-cowardice-un-security/
https://southfront.press/military-overview-18-targets-and-results-of-one-of-most-massive-russian-attacks-in-ukraine/
https://www.rt.com/russia/589999-ukraine-terrorist-brutes-donetsk-shelling/


I tried to mark the meridians I wrote about in the maps:

(It is interesting, that although Donbas, Southern Kherson and Southern Zaporozhiye already do not belong to Ukraine since
September 2022, still beside some military maps it is hard to fnd an updated map of the rest of Ukraine, even if one 
searches for it in Russian language on Yandex... Maybe it's too soon to update the ofcial maps, as the lines will move 
somehow soon...? While Krymea is already only on outdated maps of Ukraine...)

https://pi-alpha.org/tmp/Ukraine_SouthFront_map_2022-11-14_large.jpg
https://pi-alpha.org/tmp/Ukraina_3-1104253477_marked3.jpg


I don't know, what exactly did the LORD God want to express by that, or if these are some forecasts
for the following year, or is it just an indignation from the present state around these two 
epicenters of fascism...?

Whether there has been something written in Solar clouds at that time is not sure... That what 
seems to be there in Czech language is too little distinct compared to how it would be grave... 
(there is poorly discernable written "death for jews", not "death to jews", in Czech language around 
top perimeter and in center, while there is "D jews" or possibly also "Death for jews" in English at 
bottom, while in that "eath for" in middle is very poorly discernable, if it was not written same in 
another language above, it could be just a random noise...)  

But quite probably there is right of center written in English the word SIN !, also quite poorly 
distinguished, which lies heavily both on Ukraine and Israel, and on their chief supporters from 
USA...

(Similarly, as there has been quite well distinguished Lžisrael Evil - "(lie-)Israel Evil" during one of 
recent fares on the Sun on 2023-11-28, in between huge inscriptions "lžou lžidi" - "the lie-jews lie", 
and "lžid je zlo" - "the lie-jew is evil", refering to Rev3:9... Maybe I'll write something about that 
sometimes later...)

(the picture shortly before the fare eruption, because during that and shortly after it is completely grainy, and the next 
readable at 22:17 UTC is very similar... compare the inscriptions traced...)

https://pi-alpha.org/tmp/20231231_2137_Mix171_193_1024px_Desc1b-w.jpg
https://bible.pi-alpha.org/b?Rev3:9
https://pi-alpha.org/tmp/Pmx_Lzou_Lzidi_231127-1201_v231210c_small5.jpg
https://www.rt.com/russia/589399-masha-gessen-award-israel/


On Silvester New Year's Eve there have been interesting fares or eruptions in years 2012 
(somehow lackluster), 2013 (very nice), 2021, and now in 2023, in the years 2015-2020 there has 
been a solar minimum with too few eruptions, while on New Year day on January 1st I didn't see 
probably any since 2011, beside those, where 2014-01-01 it continued on the same place since 
Silvester 2013, and 2022-01-01 continued since Silvester 2021...

(Translated and expanded from Czech original ...) πα½ 2024-01-03

Various inscriptions followed in following days, I'm not sure if I've got them all...

There has been inscription Russia, then Ru above Ukrainian emblem horizontally lying... Is it LORD 
God's prediction or request to conquer Ukraine soon?

In between there possibly has been "return to E", possibly "Eu"? It's poorly readable...

Russians, please don't close all doors to Europe... The present European fascism will end some 
time, and the US and Jewish bankster hegemony too, and it's quite possible Europe will apologize 
and good relations will be restored, for the good of both sides... But present Europe with all its 
rusophobic hate and lies does not deserve Russian friendship…

https://pi-alpha.org/tmp/Pmx_Return_20240103_v240113a_small2.jpg
https://pi-alpha.org/
https://pi-alpha.org/Silvestr2023
https://pi-alpha.org/tmp/Pmx_Russia_Ua_20240102-04_v240112a.jpg


Following inscription was about February death of Biden, the date is not much clear... (there 
seems to be multiple choices, but 2 for February seems to be outstanding there...)  

I'm not sure, what will change, if as a puppet of Federal Deep State Swamp instead of a senile 
remnant of a former gangster the "Abaddon" there will be a hysteric insane witch Kamala Harris...?

It's possible the New Year's "predictions" still continue with other parts at the time of this writing? 
It's also possible I've missed some...
(The format of Solar images used in this article, which emphasize darker features of Solar EUV clouds, is described in article about CoroHole 
format and they can be downloaded in 1-hour step 1K resolution via 
https://heliograf.org/Hg/ch/20240111_2300_Mix171_193_1024px.jpg:nearest or browsed at https://heliograf.org/Hg/ch/?240111_2300, where 
is also a link to a ZIP with 24 daily images, while 2K resolution or specifc times beside 1-hour step are available on "Contact" request there 
(it's free)...)

πα½ 2024-01-13

https://pi-alpha.org/Silvester2023
https://heliograf.org/Hg/ch/?240111_2300
https://heliograf.org/Hg/ch/20240111_2300_Mix171_193_1024px.jpg:nearest
https://heliograf.org/Hg/blog/channel-corohole
https://pi-alpha.org/tmp/Pmx_Biden_20240105-08_v240112a.jpg
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